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Abstract 

Proteins perform the vast majority of molecular functions in biological life and the 

quantitative investigation of the proteome, the sum of all proteins in a system, has been 

an interest in the life sciences for the last decades. Technological developments that 

have shaped the field are advancing unabated, playing a crucial role in state-of-the-art 

proteomics research. With mass spectrometry (MS)-based methods and ultra-high-

performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC), thousands of proteins can be 

quantitatively measured in a cell culture digest, in patient tissue or most other biological 

specimens in under an hour of analysis time. Liquid chromatography techniques play an 

especially important role because they distribute the overwhelming bulk of analytes into 

a time-ordered landscape of eluting peaks.  

One focus of this PhD thesis was the development and application of advanced 

chromatographic methods for MS-based proteomics. This encompasses the 

foundational publication of the Evosep One system, which has become a valuable 

instrument for reproducible high throughput proteomics studies as well as a high-profile 

application of the novel µPAC column, a chip based nano-flow separation device which 

I used for the proteomics measurements of 100 taxonomically diverse organisms. 

Furthermore, to enhance throughput and quality, I designed a high-pressure packing 

station for the production of capillary columns, which are still the mainstay in the 

proteomics field, making their production more than hundred times more time efficient. 

The main project of my PhD is the ‘proteome landscape of the kingdoms of life’, an 

unprecedented investigation of 100 organisms’ proteomes from across all of known 

biological life. For the first time, this makes it possible to compare proteomes from 

organisms of all domains. We hope to have showcased the universal application of 

proteomics to facilitate model organism independent and unbiased research in the 

future. 

Finally, I also addressed the use of proteomics techniques for clinical studies. The 

investigation of contamination markers in common blood-based searches lays a 

foundation for biomarker studies, which can be extended to other matrices like urine or 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). In the latter we uncover potential new biomarkers for 

Alzheimer’s Disease in a multicentric study.  

In summary, this thesis is a cross-section of state-of the art MS-based proteomics from 

technological developments through deep organism proteomes across the tree of life to 

clinical applications.   
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1. Introduction 

The central dogma of cell biology defines proteins, the products of gene expression via 

the transcriptional and translational cellular machinery, as the main effector molecules 

of biological life. While the one-dimensionality of the central dogma has long been 

revised, the fact that proteins carry out the vast majority of functions in living cells 

remains. Long before this had been widely acknowledged, protein analysis was 

recognized as a major field of medical, biological, chemical and biochemical research. 

Already in the 18th century proteins were isolated and described qualitatively for 

scientific reasons (J. B. Beccari, 1731). The name ‘Protein’ originated in 1839, when 

Gerrit J. Mulder, who employed element analyses to describe the molecular composition 

of various ‘albuminous materials’ found that the majority of the compounds he analyzed 

had the same molecular formula (Mulder, 1839). For these compounds he borrowed the 

Greek word proteios, and coined the presently still used denomination. 

The following century in protein research was mainly spent in exploration of the primary 

structure of proteins. This was only achieved in 1902 by Franz Hofmeister who 

postulated that proteins are a condensate from amino acids (Hofmeister, 1889) and later 

confirmed by Emil Fischer, who found that dipeptides are the smallest macromolecular 

form of proteins which can be gained by hydrolysis of proteins. He introduced the term 

peptides and founded the field of peptide synthesis (Fischer, 1906). 

Protein analysis in the following century focused on describing their context in biological 

systems (central dogma of cell biology) or the overall structure (starting with crystal 

structures) but most analyses relied on size, chemical properties and affinity-based 

methods to identify proteins. The first step towards sequence-based identification of 

proteins was done by Paul Schlack and W. Kumpf in 1926 by developing a process to 

sequentially cleave peptides from a protein’s C-terminus (Schlack & Kumpf, 1926). The 

nowadays better-known Edman degradation was invented by Pehr Edman in 1949 and 

can be used to sequentially analyze peptides up to 50 residues from the N-terminus 

(Edman, 1949). 

While these methods seem anachronistic compared to modern protein analysis tools, 

they established the fact that peptides of proteins can further be sequentially cleaved 

between their amino acids to identify the primary structure of the peptide and 

subsequently the protein. This still forms the basis for modern mass spectrometric (MS) 

methods for proteomics analyses. 
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The special case of proteomics 

Proteomics mainly differs from the biologically upstream omics techniques genomics 

and transcriptomics for a single reason: Genomics and transcriptomics rely on sequence 

amplification which is biotechnologically enabled by enzymes ‘high-jacked’ from natural 

DNA replication, transcription and reverse-transcription machineries found in various 

organisms (Saiki et al., 1988; Weis et al., 1992). There is no known biological function 

or process engineered which can do the same for proteins. In contrast to biologically 

downstream omics techniques like metabolomics or lipidomics, proteomics shares the 

sequence type analysis with the biologically upstream techniques. DNA, RNA and 

proteins consist of a number of fixed building blocks (generally) in linear combination 

and characterization simply means to sequence the building blocks and assemble them 

in the right order. The same is not true for small molecules or the broad variety of lipid 

structures, where bulk must be done with a fingerprint type of information because 

structures do not give rise to a systematic sequential approach as for proteins (Peake, 

2018; Wishart, 2011; Yang & Han, 2016). 

Proteins are diverse molecules and very variable in size and chemical properties. This 

is another difference from the upstream omics techniques, where the restriction to four 

initial bases as building blocks for DNA and RNA limits their variability. For instance, 

mRNA for transcriptomics analysis can always be accessed via its polyA tail. Proteins 

in general do not share such patterns and whole proteome analysis is difficult because 

few techniques enable access to all chemically diverse proteins. The method to make 

proteins accessible for molecular omics techniques is to break them down into peptides 

of a length of manageable size, whose properties are much more similar to each other 

than the properties of different proteins. This approach is called bottom-up proteomics 

and the method of choice to break the proteins down in peptides is enzymatic digestion. 

The most common enzyme employed is trypsin, with a cleavage specificity at the C-

terminal side of lysine and arginine residues. This is beneficial for the downstream MS 

analysis because both amino acids carry a positive C-terminal charge at acidic pH, but 

other peptidases like GluC or AspN are also used e.g. to increase the sequence 

coverage of proteins (Figure 1).  

Most workflows for bottom-up proteomics share the extraction, homogenization and 

chemical modification steps. Samples are commonly boiled for a short time in a lysis 

buffer containing SDS, SDC or other detergents or denatured and unfolded in urea. After 

reduction with reagents like TCEP, DTT or ß-mercaptoethanol, the reduced disulfide 

bonds are quenched by acetylation or carbamidomethylation e.g. with chloro- or 

iodoacetamide. In the case of samples with cellular content, this is followed by a DNA 
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shearing step by sonication with ultrasound. For fibrous material this technique can also 

be applied before or between the previous steps, to disrupt the material and extract 

proteins. Recently, these procedures have been combined in a single pot reaction by 

making the reagents cross-compatible (Kulak et al., 2014). This decreases hands on 

time and makes the process more reproducible. Additionally, by avoiding the previously 

popular precipitation step (Jiang et al., 2004), or filter steps, this process can be readily 

automated on liquid handling robotic platforms (Geyer, Kulak, et al., 2016).  

Following digestion, the peptides must be isolated from cellular debris, chemicals and 

buffer salts which can be done by desalting. Reversed phase material like C-18 or weak 

cation exchange functionalized surfaces can be applied. Other strategies are the filter 

aided sample preparation (FASP) technique in which all molecules smaller than a cutoff 

below the protein level are washed away before digestion, and the clean peptides are 

eluted from the filter afterwards (Wiśniewski, 2017). A recent development is the 

precipitation of proteins on magnetic particles and peptide elution by digestion from the 

beads after several washing steps (Batth et al., 2019; Hughes et al., 2019). All protocols 

yield sufficiently clean peptides and may somewhat prefer certain peptide species, as 

studies show that the resulting peptides detectable by LCMS only partly overlap (Sielaff 

et al., 2017). Additionally, the particle-based methods can be engineered to enrich for 

certain protein subsets (Blume et al., 2020). The arguments for a specific sample 

preparation procedure are often justified by up- and downstream compatibility to sample 

type and LC instrumentation and preference of the user. 

While sample preparation for whole proteome analysis is comparably straightforward, 

strategies to enrich for certain protein or peptide classes add a new layer of complexity. 

The most commonly employed techniques are pulldown analyses for the study of protein 

interactions and phospho-peptide enrichment to study cellular signaling, but other 

enrichment processes, like acetylation- or glycosylation enrichment are possible as well. 

Phosphopeptide enrichment is done by positively charged metal ion raisins like Fe(III)-

NTA (Andersson & Porath, 1986) or TiO2 (Pinkse et al., 2004). Being employed after 

protein digestion, the peptides with the negatively charged phosphorylations on serine, 

threonine or tyrosine residues bind to the raisin while other peptides are washed off. 

State of the art protocols for highest yields employ this technique instead of desalting 

and directly injecting the eluted peptides into the LCMS (Humphrey et al., 2018). 

Automated high throughput procedures e.g. on the Agilent Assaymap platform require 

relatively large amounts of purified peptides, but enable 96 well processing for the 

enrichment step with high yield (Russell & Murphy, 2016). Protein interaction studies 

like pulldown analyses are done with an enrichment step before the start of the sample 
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preparation. This can involve immunoprecipitation and genetically encoded tags like 

GFP linked to the protein of interest (POI). Interacting proteins bind to the POI which is 

‘pulled down’ and other proteins are washed away under specific buffer conditions. 

Sample preparation as described above is applied and binders to the POI can be 

identified by comparison to control experiments with unspecific binders (Keilhauer et al., 

2015; Wierer & Mann, 2016). 

To illustrate how peptides are identified in the mass spectrometer the Edman 

degradation mentioned earlier can be used as a contrast. Peptides of interest in a bottom 

up proteomics experiment are commonly between 7 and 30 amino acids (AA) long and 

can be visualized as pearls on a string. The Edman degradation identifies the sequence 

by freeing and identifying one amino acid after another, beginning from the N-terminus. 

A mass spectrometer enables a similar procedure, by breaking multiple copies of a 

peptide ion semi-randomly between AAs. When lining up all fragments by size from both 

peptide ends in an ms/ms spectrum, the mass differences between fragments yield part 

of the peptide sequence (Ruedi Aebersold & Mann, 2003; Sinha & Mann, 2020). This 

clarifies why mass spectrometers are used for proteomics analysis: Unlike genomics 

and transcriptomics, where light emission readout methods can be used coupled to 

signal amplification with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Bustin et al., 2005), in 

proteomics the mass and fragment mass differences of a peptide are the primary 

readout (R. Aebersold & Goodlett, 2001). In theory, this enables de novo sequencing of 

peptides but in practice with possibly missing fragments in the spectrum and thousands 

of peptide sequences from a whole organism proteome to compare for a match, the 

need for automated statistically solid peptide spectrum match algorithms becomes 

apparent (Cox & Mann, 2008; Johnson & Biemann, 1989; Mann & Wilm, 1994). This is 

nowadays implemented in ready to use software packages whose input are MS raw 

files, sequence files for comparison and some parameter settings to yield peptide and 

protein identifications and quantifications with statistical significance. 

To unfold its true power, the MS must be coupled to a continuous separation system. 

Most state-of-the-art systems employ liquid chromatography and in particular reversed 

phase liquid chromatography (Horváth et al., 1976), making use of the differential 

hydrophobic specificity of peptides assembled from different amino acids. In this 

manner, the tens of thousands of peptides from e.g. a cell culture tryptic digest are 

separated in two dimensions, a retention time domain, which follows peptide length and 

hydrophobicity and a m/z domain of the eluting molecules ionized as they elute from the 

end of the chromatographic column. For peptide identification the mass spectrometer 

switches between precursor scans (MS1) and fragmentation scans of selected ions 
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(DDA) or ion mass ranges (DIA) (MS2) for subsequent sequence-based identification of 

peptides from a database. With this method, proteomes of biological systems can be 

quantitatively measured with increasing depth in single shots. Despite the differing scan 

modes described below, the MS1 and MS2 scans are a shared feature of all MS-based 

proteomics experiments. 

Improvements in instrumentation, scanning methods and analysis programs have 

pushed the limits of MS-based proteomics in the last decades (Hebert et al., 2018; 

Kelstrup et al., 2018; Makarov, 2000; Meier, Brunner, et al., 2018; Meier, Geyer, et al., 

2018). Only in 2008, the first quasi complete proteome map of a complex organism, 

budding yeast, was achieved by extensive fractionation and instrument time effort (De 

Godoy et al., 2008), a task, which only six years later could be completed in an hour and 

by now within minutes with comparable completeness (Hebert et al., 2014; Nagaraj et 

al., 2012). In 2014, the first draft maps of the human proteome were presented – 

essentially compendia of protein identifications covering more than 70% of known 

human protein coding genes (M. S. Kim et al., 2014; Wilhelm et al., 2014). Nowadays, 

proteomes of mammals are routinely measured to a depth of 10,000 proteins. While 

whole proteome measurement is still one of its main applications and obtaining deep 

proteomes on a routine basis is still a challenging task, MS-based proteomics has 

become established in combination with several other experimental upfront methods. 

For example, proteomics can be used to build interaction networks with genetic tagged 

libraries in combination with pulldown screens (Hein et al., 2015). Proximity labeling 

analyses combined with pulldown of modified protein residues has the same aim (Roux 

et al., 2012). Enrichment strategies for post-translational modifications (PTMs) give 

insights into cell signaling, trafficking and protein turnover (Bard & Chia, 2016; Hansen 

et al., 2020; Robles et al., 2017; Tanzer et al., 2020). With spatial proteomics methods 

involving gradient centrifugation, the localization of proteins within the cellular organelles 

can be mapped on a global scale (Andersen et al., 2005; Itzhak et al., 2016; Krahmer et 

al., 2018). Proteomics can also be used for drug target identifications with tools such as 

limited proteolysis or drug affinity responsive target stability (DARTS) (Pai et al., 2015; 

Pepelnjak et al., 2020).  

This brief summary represents just the tip of the iceberg of MS-based proteomics 

methods and applications. The following chapters will give a detailed introduction and 

focused view on the parts of the proteomics workflow that are of special importance in 

my PhD thesis. 
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Figure 1: Shotgun proteomics workflow. a) In sample preparation for bottom-up proteomics, proteins are extracted 
from biological material and digested into peptides by enzymatic cleavage. b) The purified peptides are separated 
via HPLC in a time domain and brought into the mass spectrometer by ES ionization. The mass to charge ratio of the 
entering ions are detected by the MS and dependent on the scan mode of the MS, single or multiple ions are 
subjected to fragmentation and detection of the fragment ions. The figure exemplifies the scan mode cycle of a data 
dependent acquisition scheme, where N single MS1 precursors are isolated and subjected to fragmentation and 
detection of MS2 ions. c) The scanned spectra information is saved to a raw file and interpretation is done by 
specialized software which assembles or recognizes peptides from the MS1 precursor mass and fragment ion 
information. Proteins information is assembled from the LCMS peptide information by software. Adapted from (Hein 
et al., 2013). 
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1.1. Liquid chromatographic techniques in mass spectrometry-based proteomics 

Separation techniques like liquid chromatography upfront to the MS are not a 

precondition for MS-based proteomics. Bottom up proteomics matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization (MALDI)-imaging has been around since 2001 (Stoeckli et al., 

2001) and a recent publication shows that directly injecting ions into the MS via ES and 

simple gas-phase separation can analyze complex peptide mixtures (Meyer et al., 

2020). These approaches, however, are attractive mainly for high throughput but 

shallow screening efforts because they lack the analysis depth as they give up the 

retention time dimension. The mass spectrometer is simply not sensitive or fast enough 

to deal with all incoming ions of a complex biological system, which results in an overall 

reduced dynamic range and only the most abundant peptides being sequenced and 

identified. By ‘stretching out’ the peptide mixtures in an additional domain orthogonal to 

the m/z domain – while concentrating them into narrow elution peaks, the ion mixtures 

entering the MS are reduced in complexity so that the MS has more time to sequence 

specific precursors selectively. Furthermore, the complexity of co-fragmented 

precursors is low enough to statistically assign them to a peptide of the proteome that is 

analyzed. 

The time dimension of the chromatographic separation has changed over the last 

decade hand-in-hand with the increase in scanning speed of the MS-instrumentation. 

While four hour runs for single shots where standard not long ago (Kulak et al., 2014; 

Nagaraj et al., 2012), Geyer et al. showed that especially for samples in which only low 

complexity can be resolved by LCMS (e.g. blood plasma) 20-minute gradients can 

achieve similar proteome depth at increased throughput. Partly as a result, the 

community is shifting to shorter gradients and higher throughput (Geyer, Kulak, et al., 

2016; Riley et al., 2016). This change in paradigm was adopted for several 

developments, e.g. the Evosep One HPLC or the idea to employ peptide prefractionation 

with short LCMS gradients for deep proteomes (Bekker-Jensen et al., 2017). 

It has recently been demonstrated that very short LC-gradients also work for complex 

proteomes (Messner et al., 2019), but for deep proteome profiling the gradient is still 

commonly stretched up to several hours (Wang et al., 2019). LC-systems coupled to MS 

can vary in flow rates and therefore chromatographic column shape from milliliter (ml) 

to the nanoliter (nl) range, which is reflected in the naming of the corresponding 

technique – high-flow, microflow or nano-flow. Between them, the linear velocity of the 

mobile phase over the stationary phase is roughly the same, as the column diameter is 

adapted to the flow conditions to reach reasonable pressure conditions to run the 

chromatography.  
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Figure 2: Column diameters for micro and nanoflow proteomics applications. a) Column diameters used in 
published MS-based proteomics setups compared in the scale of 20:1. b) Technical parameters for the columns 
exemplified in (A). The 2.1 mm diameter columns are used for 30 seconds gradients whereas the 1 mm columns are 
applied in 30-minute gradients. The column length is scaled down to enable a higher flowrate resulting in a somewhat 
higher linear velocity for the 2.1 mm column. The nanoflow column condition is simply a down scale of the 1 mm 
microflow conditions with nearly the same linear velocity of mobile phase over stationary phase. Adapted from  
(Messner et al., 2019) and (Bian et al., 2020). 

Most cutting-edge systems for LCMS based proteomics employ nano-flow from 100 to 

1000 nl/min and capillaries with 50 to 150 µm ID as columns, whereas ‘industrial scale’ 

and high throughput systems try to make use of microflow with mm sized columns for 

increased robustness and higher throughput. Column length in both cases is scaled to 

fit the pressure conditions of the system, with the maximum length as possible to achieve 

maximum performance (Figure 2). 

 

1.1.1. Particle packed columns 

As described above, apart from specialized developments (Bian et al., 2020; Messner 

et al., 2019), nanoflow conditions and µm sized capillaries are primarily employed for 

cutting-edge LCMS-based proteomics. Like columns for higher flow applications they 

can be purchased as particle packed tubes ready for use for similar prices, but in the 

case of ultra-high-pressure applications the lifetime of capillary columns tends to be only 

in the range of weeks. This is one of the reasons why laboratories with high throughput 

needs tend to prepare their own columns to save costs. Descriptions on how to prepare 

columns are publicly available 

(https://proteomicsresource.washington.edu/docs/protocols05/Packing_Capillary_Colu

mns.pdf) and equipment to do so can be purchased from several vendors. 

Packed capillary columns come in two different types, either as packed emitters, which 

directly function as ES-emitter or, more similar to regular commercial HPLC columns, 

as particle packed tubes with a porous frit and HPLC-ready connection at the end. Both 

systems have their drawbacks and benefits. While fritted columns usually have lower 

backpressures and therefore increased lifetimes, the porous frit and post-column dead 

volume of a downstream connected emitter typically lead to peak broadening compared 

to the chromatography to spray design in packed emitters (Gritti & Gilar, 2019), where 
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the bead bed ends with the opening of the electrospray (ES) tip (Emmett & Caprioli, 

1994; Ishihama et al., 2002; Kennedy & Jorgenson, 1989).  

With the aim of highest chromatographic performance, the columns in our laboratory in 

the past years were of the packed emitter type, which would be expensive to buy but 

which we manufacture with reasonable effort at low costs. While traditional approaches 

for the packing of capillary columns are time consuming and have low overall yield 

especially for columns with a bead bed of more than 30 cm in 75 µm ID capillaries, the 

procedure has been overhauled in the last years (Kovalchuk et al., 2019; Shishkova et 

al., 2018). I combined these published principles of high pressure packing and high-

density slurry packing into a conceptionally novel approach for multiplexed packing and 

increased column production efficiency many-fold compared to previous standards, at 

undiminished chromatographic performance. With the new approach a single 50 cm with 

75 µm ID column can be packed with sub 2 µm particles in under 2 minutes. 

Furthermore, with the construction of a packing station this process can be multiplexed 

to pack 10 columns in under 2 minutes. 

 

1.1.2. Chip-based stationary phases 

An alternative to packed capillaries for reversed phase nano-flow LCMS-systems, the 

µPAC column, was recently developed and commercialized by the company 

Pharmafluidics from Gent (De Beeck et al., 2018). They completely avoid the 

reproducibility issues between capillary columns with spherical particles by performing 

the chromatographic separation in a flow path etched into silica. This results in a 

micrometer-sized pillar structure, which is made porous and coated with C-18 molecules 

for reversed phase conditions (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Spherical particles vs. etched pillar structure as stationary phase for HPLC. Electron microscopy pictures 
of packed spherical beads and the uniformly etched pillar array structure of the µPAC column are depicted. The peak 
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broadening from un-uniform flow paths in the packed bead bed vs. the regularly spaced pillar array is visualized. 
From (De Beeck et al., 2018). 

Drawbacks of these columns are their higher costs and their reduced flexibility compared 

to in-house packed capillaries, which can be manufactured in all sizes and shapes. 

Furthermore, the first generation of commercially available columns has a relatively 

large dead-volume and a low pressure resistance (350 bar max), making it unsuitable 

for short LC gradients and fragile when not used with care. The chromatographic 

performance did not match the cutting-edge capillary columns with respect to effective 

use of LCMS acquisition time, ionization efficiency and peak capacity, but is appropriate 

for standard LCMS-based proteomics. However, the µPAC-column has a large benefit, 

which is the reproducibility of retention times of each peptide between runs and columns 

and laboratories. The chip structure is identical by virtue of the production process and 

therefore less variable as a packed bead bed. Additionally, the pillar structure is less 

affected by pressure changes as they occur between LCMS runs and therefore they 

have a longer life-time and less variability between runs (Figure 4). 

I successfully employed the µPAC column in a large MS-based proteomics study and 

optimized a gradient for maximum sampling time and best ionization efficiency. This was 

done with a flow rate gradient together with a mobile phase gradient. With this 

combination, peptides are brought to an early elution from the column despite the high 

column volume while maintaining a high ionization efficiency due to a low flow rate (300 

nl/min) during the peptide elution from the column. We demonstrate the superior 

performance compared to particle packed columns in terms of cross-run reproducibility 

and also the cross-laboratory reproducibility by comparison of peptide retention times 

from measurements in our laboratories in Munich and Copenhagen (Figure 5a).  
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Figure 4: Peptide retention time reproducibility of capillary and µPAC column. The coefficient of variation (CV) of 
peptide retention times is showed as a histogram for eight measurements of HeLa peptides with a capillary column 
packed with 1.9 µm particles (Reprosil-Pur AQ, Dr. Maisch) and a 200 cm µPAC column. CVs are several-fold better 
for the µPAC column. 

Furthermore, we demonstrated the highly accurate chromatography performance by 

application of machine learning to predict the peptide retention times of previously not 

analyzed peptides and successfully retrieving those in a global targeting experiment 

(Figure 5b). 

 
Figure 5: Peptide retention time reproducibility and prediction of peptide retention times from their amino acid 
sequences. a) HeLa peptides from different digests were measured on a µPAC column in our laboratories in Munich 
and Copenhagen. The retention times of the overlapping identified peptides have a high similarity score with a 
Pearson correlation of 0.995. b) Peptides from a holdout set not employed for training of a bidirectional LSTM model 
(see below) for peptide retention time prediction from peptide sequence, are displayed with their predicted 
retention time from the trained model and the experimentally determined retention time. The Pearson correlation 
is 0.990. 
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1.1.3. Benefits and drawbacks of nano- and microflow liquid chromatography 

Nano- and microflow chromatography both have their benefits and drawbacks for the 

use with ES-MS. Microflow is robust due to lower pressure requirements and this is also 

reflected in longer lifetimes of columns. On the downside, it is less sensitive because of 

larger column diameters, which results in higher material loading requirements. The 

higher flow also implies a larger dilution factor and subsequently lower concentration of 

the sample at the point of ES, which also lowers the sensitivity. When comparing 

different flow and column conditions this must be adjusted for by correcting the flow rate 

and loading amount for linear velocity (meaning the column ID). 

Nano-flow LCMS has its drawbacks on the robustness and throughput side: Higher flow 

rates require high pressures (up to >1000 bar) under which a solvent gradient must be 

formed, resulting in material problems like leaks and fast column decay (Richards et al., 

2015; Shishkova et al., 2016). When running on the lower end of nano-flow range (e.g. 

sub 100 nl/min), gradients tend to become unstable and suffer in reproducibility between 

runs. With the low flow rates allowed by capillary columns, overhead times for LCMS 

analyses, namely column equilibration and sample loading onto the column, tend to be 

long and therefore short gradient times quickly result in idle times of the MS up to 50%. 

Solutions to this problem like the use of two columns with a single chromatographic 

system are technically challenging and have rarely been employed routinely (Hosp et 

al., 2015). However, the great advantage of nano-flow is increased sensitivity allowing 

low sample input amounts which are especially important for PTM enriched samples, 

resulting from a high analyte to solvent molecule ratio at the ES and the smaller column 

IDs. 

As a result of the previous considerations and requirements for chromatography for 

LCMS setups, employing the preferred nano-flow setup for higher throughput analyses 

is challenging. The ideal system would combine the throughput and reproducibility of a 

micro-flow system with the sensitivity of a nano-flow system.  

In cooperation with the company Evosep from Odense (Denmark), we established a 

new chromatographic system for LCMS application, the Evosep One. This LC is 

especially suited to high throughput analyses because it reduces overhead time to a 

minimum (several minutes) and therefore enables schedules of up to 300 samples per 

day without sacrificing much MS time to overhead. This is done by several innovations: 

A disposable precolumn system is employed, where peptides are supplied, pre-loaded 

on C-18 material and eluted into a sample loop by a low-pressure system consisting of 

four pumps. To avoid forming a gradient under pressure, this is done by the low-pressure 
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system when eluting the sample from the C-18 and diluting it with aqueous buffer before 

storing the peptides lined up in the sample loop in a preformed gradient. The aqueous 

dilution is necessary to ensure that the peptide peaks are stopped and re-sharpened at 

the begin of the analytical column. After gradient formation is completed, the sample-

loop is switched in-line with the high-pressure pump where the preformed gradient is 

release to the analytical column and the proper LCMS analysis starts (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Flow-chart of the Evosep One HPLC from the paper ‘A novel LC system embeds analytes in pre-formed 
gradients for rapid, ultra-robust proteomics’. 

 

1.2. Mass spectrometry-based proteomics 

Mass spectrometers were invented in 1918 and have since been employed in various 

scientific and industrial use cases (Dempster, 1918). In general, mass spectrometers 

are devices for the detection of ion mass to charge ratios. Their broad application for 

biological sciences was initiated by the invention of the soft ionization techniques MALDI 

and ES (Fenn et al., 1989; Karas & Hillenkamp, 1988). Especially ES, whose inventor 

John Fenn was awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 2002, is of interest for 

proteomics analysis because of its effective coupling to liquid flow techniques 

(Whitehouse et al., 1985).  

To enter the electrodynamic flow path of the MS instrument, molecules must be ionized 

and introduced into the instrument’s vacuum system. In ES, liquid eluting from a etched 

or pulled capillary or needle forms a Taylor cone that breaks up into charged droplets at 

the end of the ES emitter (Taylor, 1964; Zeleny, 1914). This is accomplished by an 

electric field in the kV range between the emitter and the MS entrance. By the use of 

electrostatic force and electric fields, ions can be focused or stored in near vacuum 
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conditions. This is the fundamental physical basis for ion guides, ion traps and mass 

analyzers which are combined within modern hybrid mass spectrometers to enable state 

of the art proteome measurements. 

In simple terms, a hybrid mass spectrometer for proteomics needs a number of coupled 

devices typically operated in the following order: A mass filter (normally a quadrupole) 

to filter ions for precursor selection, a collision cell for optional fragmentation of 

precursors, and a mass analyzer for the detection of the analyte’s mass to charge ratio 

(Figure 7a) (e.g. a quadrupole, a time-of-flight detector or an Orbitrap analyzer)(Ruedi 

Aebersold & Mann, 2003). All additional parts are implemented for further 

improvements, to enhance the number of ions that reach the analyzer (higher 

sensitivity), increase the resolution of mass spectra, the accuracy and speed of the 

analysis, expand the dynamic range of the MS and find more efficient ways to make use 

of the existing ions via new scan modes. 

 

Figure 7: Basic components of modern mass spectrometers for proteomics analyses. a) To be used in bottom up 
proteomics experiments, instruments must have a mass filter, a collision cell or other ion fragmentation device and 
a mass analyzer. By the introduction of ion traps, high performance MS-based proteomics is facilitated because lower 
abundant ion species can be accumulated to increase sensitivity and signal to noise ratio. This is the case e.g. in 
timsTOF instruments, where the ion trap is located in front of the mass filter and is also used as a device for ion 
mobility separation (b) or in Orbitrap instruments, where the ion trap is located downstream of the mass filter, so 
that specific ion species can be accumulated (c). 

The quadrupole is a device used in virtually all hybrid mass spectrometers. It consists 

of four metal rods arranged in parallel with the opposite rods being connected electrically 

(Figure 8a). The optimal quadrupole shape would be hyperbolical towards the center, but 

most devices have circular rods, which is a well working approximation. When operated 

in radio frequency (RF) only mode, the quadrupole functions as an ion transmitter with 

a low m/z cutoff by employing a radio frequency between the rod pairs. This can also be 

used for ion trapping, by adding electric field lenses at both ends, which creates a 
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potential well along the quadrupole rods. When applying a direct current (DC) field 

additionally to the RF on the opposing rods, the quadrupole functions as a mass filter, 

because only specific m/z ranges have a stable oscillating path through the device 

whereas the other ions collide with the rods. The mass filter can be scanned across the 

whole m/z range and narrowed to windows below 1 Thompson (Th), at the cost of low 

transmission efficiency at narrow isolation windows. Together with an ion detector, the 

quadrupole can be used as a mass analyzer by going through the m/z range with a 

narrow isolation window while detecting the transmitted ions. These features make the 

quadrupole one of the most flexible and widely applicable devices in mass spectrometry 

(Dawson, 1986; Douglas, 2009; W. Paul & Raether, 1955; Wolfgang Paul & Steinwedel, 

1953). This is exemplified by triple quadrupole devices, where three quadrupoles are 

used in a linear arrangements as mass filter, collision cell and mass analyzer (Yost & 

Enke, 1978). 

In line with the quadrupole, hexa- and octopoles are commonly used in hybrid mass 

spectrometers. While lacking the excellent mass filter properties of the quadrupole, the 

pseudopotential well formed by the RF field in the devices offers advantages. While the 

quadrupolar device forms a narrow potential well, this is broader for the hexa- and 

octopolar device. This favors use for ion trapping and transmission, with the hexa- and 

octopoles having more volume for ions to fill and the quadrupole being better suited to 

focus ion beams (Dawson, 1986; Douglas, 2009). 

The ion funnel is another device that is commonly used in hybrid MS instruments for ion 

beam focusing. The ion funnel operates at higher pressures (mbar range) and is a 

special case of the stacked ring ion guide, which consists of stacked conductor ring 

plates with an RF-potential applied to every second of the plates (Guan & Marshall, 

1996a). By narrowing down the diameter of the rings towards an end plate and applying 

a DC gradient over the plates, ions are focused into an ion beam and accelerated 

towards the end plate (Figure 8b). These devices are often placed at instrument 

entrances and after ion trapping regions. In those regions, ion beam focusing is needed 

for downstream parts of an instrument such as a quadrupole mass filter, where ions not 

focused to the center of the quadrupole would be instantly lost (T. Kim et al., 2000; 

Shaffer et al., 1998). 
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Figure 8: Schematic view of functional mass spectrometer parts. a) A quadrupole consists of four parallel rods, 
where the opposing rods are connected to the same RF and DC. By altering their parameters, ions can be transmitted 
or specific ions can be isolated. b) Ion funnels are mainly used for ion focusing, e.g. after transfer tubes, and consist 
of stacked ring plates with a RF frequency and DC gradient over the field applied. The RF facilitates a pseudopotential 
well, which pushes the ions to the funnel center and the DC gradient accelerates the ions towards a narrow exit 
electrode lens. c) The orbitrap revolutionized the MS-based proteomics field in the early 2000s because of its high 
mass resolution. It consists of a center and ring electrodes where the entering ions are stabilized on an oscillating 
orbit around the center electrode and the oscillation frequency can be measured and transformed to m/z 
information. The transient time in the analyzer defines the mass resolution. d) The tims device is capable of trapping 
ions and separating them by their mobility at the same time. This happens by a gas flow through the tims tunnel and 
a DC gradient decreasing (for positive ions) in the opposite direction. Ions with large collisional cross-section at similar 
charge compared to smaller ions are more affected by the gas flow and find an equilibrium at a position further in 
the tunnel. By raising the lower end of the tims ramp the ions can be released in their mobility order. e) The TOF 
detector consists of two important parts: The accelerator pushes the analyte ions towards detector plate, commonly 
an MCP plate. The reflector enhances the resolution and at the same time decreases the instrument dimensions. 
Adapted from Gross, 2017. 

Like quadrupoles, stacked ring ion guides can be used for ion trapping. The dipolar RF 

device creates a pseudopotential well towards the center of the ring channel in which 

ions can be held. By adding lenses with higher DC potential than the static potential of 

the ring plates at the entrance and exit, a potential well is formed in which ions can be 

accumulated. This setup can be used to separate ions by mobility which measures the 

ratio of ion charge to collisional cross section of the ion. By employing a steady gas flow 

through the stacked ring ion guide and adding a DC gradient over the plates, ions are 

lined up by mobility in the device (Figure 8d). This basic principle was discovered by Mel 

Park and is used to introduce the ion mobility dimension in trapped ion mobility 

spectrometry time of flight (timsTOF) instruments by Bruker (Meier et al., 2015; Silveira 

et al., 2014).  

Other concepts of ion mobility separation are also used in commercial instruments. 

These encompass drift tubes (Tyndall et al., 1926), traveling wave separation (Giles et 
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al., 2004) or high field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) 

(Kolakowski & Mester, 2007; Swearingen & Moritz, 2012). 

Ion fragmentation at specific chemical bonds is a prerequisite for hybrid mass 

spectrometers and is typically done in a collision cell by imparting energy in different 

ways. The most popular are collision induced fragmentation (CID) (Levsen & Schwarz, 

1976; McLafferty et al., 1973) and higher-energy C-trap collisional dissociation (HCD) 

(Olsen et al., 2007). These methods primarily yield b and y ion series by breaking 

peptide bonds. Other fragmentation methods are especially helpful for the fragmentation 

of certain PTM by dissociation of specific chemical bonds or for yielding different ion 

series from peptides. Examples are electron transfer dissociation (ETD) (Syka et al., 

2004) and ultra-violet photodissociation (UVPD) (Zubarev et al., 1998). 

Common mass analyzers in hybrid instruments for MS-based proteomics are the 

Orbitrap (Figure 8c) (Hu et al., 2005) and TOF instruments (Figure 8e) (Wolff & Stephens, 

1953). 

With proteomics applications being adopted in areas from biological to clinical research, 

a common question is which developments will shape the future of this technology. One 

aim is to minimize input material to enable detection of proteomes from low amounts of 

biological material like single cells. This is generally done by scaling down sample 

preparation workflows and developing LC and MS instrumentation for maximum 

sensitivity. This topic towards single cell proteomics has got much attention in the last 

years (Ctortecka & Mechtler, 2021; Marx, 2019). 

Another possibility to increase the performance of MS-based proteomics is the 

expansion of the detectable dynamic range. This is for example done manually and off-

line by prefractionation approaches to specifically cut out certain high abundant species 

like K48-peptides in diGly enriched samples (Hansen et al., 2020) or in a non-specific 

way, in a LC step orthogonal to the low pH reversed phase chromatography online with 

the MS instrument (Bekker-Jensen et al., 2017; Kulak et al., 2017). The latter approach 

results in several fractions which have to be measured separately by LCMS. It obtains 

its power by giving the MS more time for peptide sequencing at a certain retention time, 

enabling the loading of more input material and simplifying the interpretation of MS2 

fragment spectra for data independent identification approaches from co-fragmentation 

spectra.  

The above fractionation approaches expand the dynamic range of the proteomic 

experiment by enabling detection of low abundant peptide species otherwise covered 

up by higher abundant, coeluting peptides in a single shot experiment. Untargeted MS-
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based proteomics - unlike affinity-based approaches - is a technique which identifies 

proteins in the dynamic range roughly in order of abundance, with a statistically higher 

chance of detection and identification for higher abundant species. Therefore, improving 

the dynamic range directly enhances the proteomic depth in experiments. The endless 

race for the deepest proteomes (e.g. in a simple cell culture digest) is currently 

dominated by new software approaches coupled to intelligent scan modes of the MS. In 

the end however, the physical limits of MS-based proteomics can only be overcome by 

new developments in instrumentation. 

A shared principle of different high-end mass spectrometers is the use of a collection 

device for ions to enhance the signals that reach the analyzer. The dynamic range of an 

MS is mainly determined by the capacity of this ion trap, like the tims device for timsTOF 

instruments (Figure 7b) or the C-trap for Orbitrap instruments (Figure 7c). When filled with 

ions of different abundances at the same time, there is a ratio threshold of total ions to 

an individual ion species at which it cannot be separated from noise, which specifies the 

lower detection threshold. By enhancing the total amount of ions in the trap this ratio 

threshold is shifted and the detection limit is lowered, resulting in higher dynamic range. 

In cooperation with Bruker Daltonics, I worked on prototype parts for the storage of large 

ion populations. Devices for ion storage are usually multipolar systems. Examples are 

quadrupolar traps like the C-trap in Thermo Fisher instruments or the formerly used PC-

board cartridges for ion trapping and simultaneous ion mobility separation in the tims 

device in Bruker instruments, which consisted of a quadrupolar and an octopolar region. 

By generating an oscillating field between the rods of the device in RF-only mode, a 

pseudopotential well is created in the center between the rods which can hold ions 

(Miller’ & Denton, n.d.; Wolfgang Paul, 1990). Stacked ring ion guide dipolar devices are 

a relatively new development that matches the capacity of quadrupolar ion traps (Guan 

& Marshall, 1996b). Briefly, these are built quite similar to ion funnels, which are stacked 

conductor ring plates with a dynamic electric potential to focus and accelerate ion beams 

(Kelly et al., 2010). To be able to trap ions, a frequency is applied between every second 

of the stacked electrode plates without having a DC gradient over the rings, which again 

creates a pseudopotential well in the middle of the rings. 

I compared a traditional quadrupole and different forms of stacked ring ion guide type 

multipolar devices to characterize physical parameters of these different parts. Of 

interest were the charge capacity, the ion decay times, the exit times under isobaric 

conditions and the behavior of those parameters under different pressure conditions, 

meaning the gas flow through the system when ions were accumulated. My experiments 

show that a novel device has the ability to store more than 100 million ions, can hold 
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these ions almost without decay and is able to eject the ions within milliseconds of time 

by applying an axial DC field. With this development, it would be possible to rethink the 

current construction of timsTOF devices with their parallel accumulation serial 

fragmentation (PASEF) scan mode in a single tims device (Meier, Brunner, et al., 2018). 

By changing the localization of ion accumulation to a place prior to the current tims 

device, and therefore enabling the use of the full length tims for mobility separation, the 

capacity of the entire system can be scaled up. This approach is under development 

and currently called orthogonal PASEF due to the orthogonal placement of the ion 

accumulation region to the tims device in current constructions. 

These developments will most likely impact all kinds of proteomics experiments with the 

timsTOF instrument in the future. It may become possible to acquire deep proteomes in 

short measurement times and without prior fractionation. The impact on body fluid 

proteomics might even be higher: For the last decade, only small improvements have 

been achieved on the way to deeper proteomes for plasma and therefore efforts have 

been concentrated on throughput and reproducibility. With the dynamic range of these 

sample types being the main cause for this issue, MS instrumentation specifically 

tailored to approach this problem might yield not only a small increase, but rather an 

order of magnitude improvement, something which is unprecedented in the field of 

plasma proteomics. 

 

1.3. Scan modes for MS-based proteomics 

New scan modes for MS-based proteomics have been developed hand-in-hand with the 

hardware instrumentation within the last decade. The possibility to do certain modes of 

MS1 and MS2 or even MS3 detection for advanced precursor identification arises from 

the architecture of instruments and is therefore mostly specific for each one of those. 

Two principles form the basis for recent developments: Data dependent acquisition 

(DDA) scan modes (Link et al., 1999; Venable et al., 2004) and targeted scan modes 

such as selected ion monitoring, multiple ion monitoring or parallel reaction monitoring 

(SIM, SRM, PRM) (Price, 1991; Yost & Enke, 1978). DDA starts with MS1 scans, which 

are scans of all ions at a timepoint in the chromatographic gradient in an m/z range. 

These scans detect intact peptides which are called precursors. Two strategies can be 

applied to fragment precursors for detection of b and y ion series (the main backbone 

fragments from the N- and C-terminus, respectively) and subsequent peptide 

identification: In DDA, after each MS1 scan, the top N most abundant peptides are 

chosen for isolation and fragmentation in a serial manner. Exclusion lists or dynamic 

exclusions prevent picking a precursor again before a specified number of seconds. 
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Typically, only precursors with a charge of at least two are considered for fragmentation, 

because they have a higher likelihood of being peptides and of yielding high quality 

fragment spectra. In SIM, m/z windows are chosen for isolation and fragmentation of a 

chosen precursor with known retention time and fragmentation behavior. Gradients are 

normally short, given that only a few peptides are monitored. Specificity and 

quantification can suffer as SIM is usually performed on low resolution instruments like 

triple quadrupoles. By design targeted proteomics misses out on the discovery 

properties of the DDA mode. The SIM concept can be extended to multiple reaction 

monitoring (Kondrat et al., 1978) or parallel reaction monitoring (PRM) (Rauniyar, 2015), 

where multiple ions are selected for isolation but still fragmented sequentially over the 

whole elution time as in SIM. These methods are frequently applied to detect low 

abundant small molecules but are also for specific peptide identification. Where the 

targeted methods suffer in unbiased detection for discovery of unknown features, the 

DDA mode has its drawbacks in data completeness. The top N sampling method is 

semi-stochastic and in repeated runs different precursors get selected for fragmentation 

and identification, resulting in data with a larger proportion of missing data. 

There are multiple approaches to combine these techniques and therefore generate 

complete data which also allows the discovery of peptides in an unbiased way. The data 

independent acquisition (DIA) strategy (Doerr, 2014), is most common, where MS2 

scans are done with broad isolation windows, stepping through the whole range of 

precursor m/z. When scanning in this fashion, no precursor stays unfragmented but the 

MS2 spectra consist of the ion series from multiple peptides which makes it more 

challenging to identify peptides with statistical significance. Only recently has the 

community set guidelines for the stringent and confident identification of peptides from 

DIA experiments (Chalkley et al., 2019) and software solutions are beginning to enable 

the universal application of DIA scan modes (Bernhardt et al., 2014; Demichev et al., 

2020). Recent developments have shown that this scan mode can be applied to many 

different types of experiments and also additional dimensions, like ion mobility coupled 

to TOF scans for eluting ions to make the identifications more specific (Meier et al., 

2020). 

Another approach to overcome the above-mentioned limitations of targeted MS is a 

‘global targeting’ strategy which takes the PRM concept to the next level. By measuring 

peptide libraries of a sample or generating those with deep learning for retention time 

and fragment ion parameters, a multi-dimensional scan map of peptides in the RT, m/z 

and MS2 directions can be generated. By targeting a large number of those precursors 

in narrow RT and m/z windows, the data completeness of whole proteome 
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measurements can be kept high. Discovery experiments are also possible by focusing, 

for instance, on thousands of peptides that changed between experimental conditions 

(Wichmann et al., 2019).  

In sample types with large dynamic range e.g. blood-plasma, a key limitation for DDA 

methods is the dynamic range of MS1 scans. When a single ion type fills the ion trap in 

a short time, lower abundant peptides cannot be separated from the noise and are not 

picked for MS2 identification. DIA scan modes partially address this by collecting ions 

from those low abundant regions for fragmentation in an unbiased manner. Alternatively, 

this can also be addressed by additional MS1 scans, avoiding the high abundant 

precursors. This has been implemented in the BoxCar scan mode, where whole MS1 

scans are complemented with MS1 scans that only collect ions from boxed windows 

over the m/z range. In this way, the MS1 filling time can be allocated to highlight 

precursors from formerly underrepresented areas (Meier, Geyer, et al., 2018). 

An alternative way to solve the missing value problem from semi-stochastic sampling in 

DDA is speed. Arguably, if the instrument is fast enough to sequence all or nearly all 

multiple charged MS1 features in every run, the data should be complete in this regard, 

at least for all precursors that are still detectable in MS1 scans. This principle can be 

implemented on instruments with certain hardware, that features rapid detection of ion 

m/z like TOF analyzers. The orbitrap mass analyzer which revolutionized MS-based 

proteomics with its high-resolution mass spectra in the early 2000s has a speed 

drawback, because high resolution can only be obtained from ion transient times in the 

tens of milliseconds range. The TOF analyzer scans the entire mass range in every 

single pulse, which only lasts about 100 µs, and is therefore suited extremely well for 

rapid detection. This is made used of in the PASEF scan mode, where precursors are 

eluted from a mobility device, further isolated in a narrow m/z window and fragmented. 

Because of the high TOF scanning speed, the limiting factor is the quadrupole switching 

time and the timed release of ions from the mobility device (Meier et al., 2015; Meier, 

Brunner, et al., 2018). 

In summary, the scan mode to choose for an experiment depends on several factors, 

the aim of the study, the sample type and the MS instrumentation at hand. One might 

argue that DIA is now the most powerful scan mode, delivering proteome coverage as 

well as depth. Still, for a long time and even now, the community was suspicious of the 

quality of peptide spectrum matches from multiplexed fragmentation which is always the 

case in DIA. By now, this is demonstrated to work in well-defined search spaces like 

common model organisms and especially human samples. This is one of the reasons 
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we still used DDA scan modes for the multi organism study described just below, which 

brought proteomics to previously never investigated organisms. 

 

1.4. MS-based proteomics as a tool for multi-organism studies 

The analysis of biological samples from different organisms is a topic of interest not only 

for evolutionary biologists but also for newer scientific disciplines like evolutionary 

medicine or life science in general. Traditionally, organisms’ taxonomic relations have 

been determined by phylogenic features and only the revolutionary technique of genome 

sequencing has brought comparisons and classification to a molecular level. On the 

protein level, human proteins have been the scientific focus, mainly because of their 

medical relevance. Apart from this, proteins have often been selected for study because 

of their accessibility and in certain areas for their unique functions. The first crystals of 

proteins for example have been described for various organisms’ hemoglobin (Giegé, 

2013). Comparing different evolutionary solutions to a process performed by proteins 

can greatly contribute to the understanding of proteins as molecular machineries 

(Sikosek & Chan, 2014).  

However, studies comparing the proteome of organisms rather than the genome or 

transcriptome had rarely been done. This may be because high performance MS-based 

proteomics, the only technique capable of this task, is still young and investigations of 

model organisms have been the main focus of the field. If cross organism studies are 

done, comparisons are mainly between a limited number of model organisms which can 

be cultured and genetically modified in scientific investigations. This is because most 

traditional biochemical analyses rely on affinity-based methods like antibodies for 

protein identification and interaction studies and these antibodies are predominantly 

available for a few model organisms. An alternative to affinity-based methods is genetic 

tagging to selectively trace or purify a certain protein in a single organism. Traditionally 

this was limited only to organisms easily accessible for genetic engineering, but the 

discovery of the CRISPR/Cas gene editing makes this possible for a wider spectrum of 

organisms (Jinek et al., 2012). Still, these methods are time consuming and expensive, 

especially if a large number of proteins are the aim. MS-based proteomics does not 

suffer from those drawbacks. Due to its purely sequence based identification of proteins, 

it can be directly applied to any organism for de novo protein analyses. However, de 

novo sequencing is challenging and to give statistically solid evidence of proteins, a draft 

proteome from genome analyses is needed for reliable bioinformatic identification of 
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proteins. With these precondition, MS-based proteomics can be applied to any biological 

sample, wherefrom proteins can be extracted.  

In our publication, ‘The proteome landscape of the kingdoms of life’ we quantitatively 

measure the proteomes of 100 organisms across the tree of life. We apply a 

standardized workflow to 19 archaea, 49 bacteria and 32 eukaryote species and achieve 

good sequence coverage for the archaea and bacteria in single shot measurements as 

well as excellent coverage for the eukaryotes after high-pH prefractionation into 8 

samples each. Using publicly available sequence databases (UniProt) (“UniProt: A 

Worldwide Hub of Protein Knowledge,” 2019) we identify and quantify thousands of 

proteins which were predicted from genetic material but for which there had never been 

any experimental proof of existence. We identified more than 340,000 protein groups 

from more than 2 million unique peptide sequences, from 1.1 million protein entries in 

the UniProt database. From the ~560,000 entries with verified existence in the SwissProt 

part of Uniprot, we identified close to 80,000 and additionally give experimental evidence 

to more than 1 million entries of the TrEMBL part of the database which mainly consists 

of predicted protein sequences from genome sequencing. After subtracting sequences 

which were found in previous studies in a literature research from the PRIDE database, 

we more than double the number of proteins with experimental evidence with the 

identification of more than 800,000 entries. 

Proteome comparison is normally done on the protein and peptide level, but this is not 

directly possible in the case of cross organism comparisons. In single organism 

experiments, like cell culture treatments or clinical cohorts, every protein quantified in 

different conditions or cohort arms and split by a categorical parameter can be compared 

statistically. As there are no overlapping proteins between organisms this is not 

applicable here.  

Looking at the proteomes as a whole it is remarkable to note that all proteomes follow a 

power law distribution in abundance (after examining this in more detail in our data, it 

turns out to be closer to a beta distribution, which is among the family of exponential 

distributions). This implies that the biology of all species in this cross section is similar 

in terms of proteome organization. Without exception, a hand full of extremely abundant 

proteins dominate the total protein mass. The dynamic range of our measurements is 

somewhat limited in the single-run experiments, whereas the pre-fractionation used on 

eukaryotic samples resulted in deeper proteomes and better isoform coverage.  

To comprehensively compare the proteomes of different organisms, one must make use 

of links between the proteomes’ proteins to group them into comparable parameters at 
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a cross organism level. This is possible on an evolutionary basis by homology 

information available from databases like EggNOG (evolutionary genealogy 

of genes: Non-supervised Orthologous Groups) (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2019). This 

information links proteins as gene products by their biological evolutionary ancestry on 

different taxonomical levels. For example, proteins from different ophistokonts (including 

animal and fungi kingdom) can be defined as a homology cluster specific to the 

taxonomical level for a common ancestry. This can reveal structure or functionality and 

therefore is a good way to see which specific proteins have importance in which 

organisms of taxonomical sub clusters. However, there are also clusters including the 

taxonomical root level, which tie together the entire known biological life. One of the 

most abundant homological clustered proteins turned out to be the chaperon 

GroEL/HSPD1/Hsp60 which seems to have a fundamental role from distant bacteria 

species to higher eukaryotes. Our data makes the expression levels of such cross 

species related and relevant proteins directly comparable and enables screening for 

proteins with important evolutionary conserved functions across different taxonomic 

levels. 

More database resources are required to make the cross-species data interpretable 

beyond the pure protein amino acid sequence information. Sequence predicted 

structural features (secondary and domain structures) from the PFAM database are 

bridging this gap (El-Gebali et al., 2019). Specific protein subdomains tie together 

distinct proteins which are evolutionary conserved for important functional reasons. The 

most abundant of those domains captured in our dataset are multiple Elongation factor 

Tu domains, but also the Hsp70 as a whole protein and GAPDH C-terminal domain are 

amongst the universally expressed and catalogued protein substructures. A common 

paradigm in structural biology is that ‘structure defines function’. Therefore, for a large 

number of proteins that only have predictive sequence information from genome 

sequencing there can still be a suggestion for molecular functions if they are involved in 

biological processes annotated in the Gene Ontology Resource (“The Gene Ontology 

Resource: 20 Years and Still GOing Strong,” 2019). We focused on the biological 

processes and report the organism that do not have extensive information here. This 

correlates well with the organisms which have the worst proteome coverage in our 

experiments, a fact that we trace back to poor genome annotation. The overall most 

abundant biological processes across the tree of life are oxidation-reduction-processes, 

translation and protein folding. From more than 13,500 biological process annotations 

in the dataset, only a minority has proteins with a function in all organisms measured 

here (Figure 9). Some functions are expectedly exclusive to certain taxonomic organism 
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subsets, like histone related processes to eukaryotes or photo complex reactions to 

photosynthesis employing species. With translation, protein folding and proteolysis 

being among the most abundant biological processes executed across the tree of life, 

our data supports the maintenance of the proteome itself as one of the most important 

features of biological life as we know it. Especially the high abundance and therefore 

importance of proteins that help and keep other proteins folded correctly is noteworthy.  

 

Figure 9: Data completeness of the biological process information for proteins from our 100-organism dataset. The 
number of organisms for which a specific biological process is annotated for at least one quantified protein (y-axis) 
is sorted by the rank (x-axis) 

With the proteomes of 100 organisms and the added layers of annotation data, we have 

provided a complex and unprecedented dataset that we hope to be useful for years to 

come. Simple take home messages include the large number of highly abundant 

proteins with little to no database information pointing to any known function, which 

should be of interest to biologists and biotechnologists. These proteins clearly play 

important roles within the specific organisms because of the high expression levels we 

report, but have mainly only been described as potential proteins from genome 

sequence with no expression information at all. With a virtually endless number of those 

proteins being present in the known living organisms, our methodology clearly points 

out a manageable number of candidates that may be worth looking at in detail.  

More generally, we deliver qualitative and quantitative information for many proteins 

which have previously only been predicted by sequencing data. Such information might 

be valuable for proteins with homologs in different organisms. Researchers working on 

uncommon proteins can look up those or the respective homologs in our dataset and 

find organisms where closely related proteins are expressed in higher levels, suggesting 

important biological functions, or find organisms which are evolutionary close but lack 

the specific protein or protein class in our dataset, to study how these get along without 

the protein.  
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These are just examples for the applicability of our dataset as a unique resource for 

future research. To have all information readily pooled and available we decided to store 

all organism, protein, peptide and annotation information in a graph database. The 

different layers of information are established as nodes with every organism, protein, 

peptide or GO annotation term being a single node of the super class. These nodes are 

then connected by relationships e.g. proteins found in an organism, peptides identified 

of a protein or GO terms annotated to a protein. This builds up an immense data 

structure with all the information and analysis illustrated above in a single database with 

8 million datapoints and 53 million relationships between them, all ready to be queried. 

The network graph database is publicly available in our program, which uses the neo4j 

graph platform that enables the extraction of information with the industry standard 

programming language Cypher. For easy exploration of the dataset we exemplified 

some functional analyses in interactive applications on our webpage 

proteomesoflife.com. 

 

1.5. Organism case study - bear proteomics 

The above-described advantages of MS-based proteomics for the analysis of various 

organisms are still very rarely made use of. During the time of my PhD I worked with 

several organisms for standalone studies of which two should be mentioned here.  

In an approach to analyze the functions of a ribosomal associated protein I measured 

the total proteome of Arabidopsis wild-type and POI depleted samples. Arabidopsis is a 

widely used model organism which we had included in our multiorganism study as well 

and the proteome has previously been studied extensively (Mergner et al., 2020). Our 

data helped to identify a new regulator of protein turnover which acts co-translationally 

by detection of N-degrons and enhancing protein lifetime by N-terminal acetylation. 

On a broader scope, a scientific field that could directly benefit from the universal 

applicability of MS-based proteomics is evolutionary medicine. Among others, this 

scientific approach tries to gain biological understanding through the observation of 

evolutionary processes. In more detail, if an organism has adapted to a specific niche 

and therefore solved a biological problem on a molecular level, it might be possible to 

first understand the underlying biological principles on a molecular mechanistical level 

and second make use of this biological knowledge to target the same mechanisms for 

medical treatments. 

This is exemplified by our so far unpublished study of active and hibernating brown 

bears. Unlike other animals such as rodents, hibernating brown bears have a relatively 
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high body temperature (~30°C) and properly hibernate – without frequent active phases 

(Hellgren, 1998). There is medical interest in their unique body conditions for multiple 

reasons, one being the absence of venous thrombosis and their subsequent effects. 

This suggests that coagulation is blocked or coagulation stimuli decreased in hibernating 

bears and these changes and the reasons for them should be detectable on a functional 

protein level (Welinder et al., 2016). With venous thrombosis being a frequent medical 

condition, this would be valuable information for identification of new medical targets 

and understanding of the disease.  

Affinity based methods are not available for bear samples because there are no 

commercial antibodies against bear proteins specifically, and production of a range of 

antibodies from immunization techniques e.g. in rabbits would exceed the resources of 

most single scientific studies. This makes MS-based proteomics the only method for the 

comparative investigation of these samples and it also holds the promise of new 

discoveries because of its untargeted way of detecting proteins. 

In our comparative analyses of plasma and thrombocytes from active and hibernating 

brown bears we find several metabolic marker proteins and suggest a range of 

described and previously undescribed proteins to play a role in suppression of venous 

thrombosis. Overall, we observe drastic changes in both examined specimen. 

 

1.6. Clinical proteomics 

The case of proteomics in evolutionary medical studies in hibernating brown bears 

described above already indicates the enormous potential of MS-based proteomics for 

medical research. The bear example deals with extreme body conditions (month long 

fasting and rest time) which results in the drastic changes manifested in plasma and 

thrombocyte proteins. When conducting studies with human individuals, effect sizes 

tend to be lower. Compared to cell culture experiments with gene knock out conditions 

or strong perturbations and even model organisms with genetically homogeneous 

individuals, studies with patients prove to be more challenging. Nearly any patient cohort 

comes with a high ‘genetic noise’, resulting in much higher naturally occurring variation 

in protein levels compared to the above described ‘laboratory conditions’. Additionally, 

recruiting patients for studies is always difficult and often happens over longer time 

periods, which can entail changes in sample taking and processing. This increases the 

variation on samples especially compared to a single researcher handling organisms or 

samples in a controlled environment and short timeframe.  
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This may seem like a disadvantage for discovery-based proteomics studies, but I argue 

that one can look at it another way. In fact, any routine clinical laboratory faces the same 

difficulties but is not able to adjust for it. By genetic and biological variation, parameters 

used as biomarkers can and do vary between patients. Today those parameters are 

normally measured in single readout technique assays like ELISA, or enzymatic activity, 

which are commonly automated in current commercial laboratories. When a 

measurement at a single time point is taken from a patient, the assessment of the 

measured value relative to the population-based reference can be misleading and a time 

course of measurements to find the individual specific thresholds would be more 

appropriate. This would come with regular invasive blood taking procedure which is 

elaborate and uncomfortable for most patients, and is therefore rarely done. Proteomics 

offers a far more universal readout than a single parameter and the proteomic signature 

can be used to tailor the reference values to the individual patient. Additionally, 

proteomics only requires a minimal amount of sample (1µl of plasma is sufficient for 

state-of-the-art techniques) and the sample taking can therefore be done by minimal 

invasive procedures like finger pricks. 

In general, clinical decision making is often based on laboratory testing, and quantitative 

analyses of molecules in body fluids constitute the large majority. In current industrial 

practice these tests are mainly enzymatic or affinity based and performed as single 

analyses on automatic test handling platforms (Roche COBAS etc.). MS-based methods 

are currently mainly employed for the quantification of small molecules in the clinical 

laboratory or in discovery phase projects to find new biomarkers. Proteomics techniques 

can be useful here for multiple reasons. One of the main ones is that MS-based 

proteomics experiments are designed to detect proteins in an untargeted manner and 

are therefore suited to be employed in discovery phase experiments.  

This has been done especially for plasma in various studies of our laboratory in the last 

years (Geyer, Wewer Albrechtsen, et al., 2016; Niu et al., 2019; Wewer Albrechtsen et 

al., 2018), but can also be applied to other body fluids like urine (Virreira Winter et al., 

2020), saliva (Grassl et al., 2016), stool (Zhang et al., 2018) or tears (Nättinen et al., 

2019). Tissue proteomics is also widely used in model organisms (Geiger et al., 2013), 

patient samples for tissue atlases (Aizarani et al., 2019; Angelidis et al., 2019; Doll et 

al., 2017; Dyring-Andersen et al., 2020) or characterization of tumor expression patterns 

(Doll et al., 2018). In the case of tissues, the tissue slides commonly used in pathological 

applications like staining and immunohistological chemistry are especially interesting. 

These tissue slides can be assessed by pathology experts under the microscope and 

specific areas cut out macro- or microscopically at the cellular level for downstream 
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proteomics analysis. This field is still young and new revolutionary developments in 

specific automated analysis in a cell type resolved manner are to be expected in the 

future. 

Proteomics offers multiple advantages compared to other, targeted approaches of 

quantitative protein detection methods. Quality control of study parameters can be done 

simultaneously because of the untargeted nature of many MS-based proteomics 

workflows from intrinsic readouts. We exemplified the use of quality markers in plasma 

in our publication ‘Plasma Proteome Profiling to detect and avoid sample-related biases 

in biomarker studies’. The implications from this study lead in two directions: When used 

as a fast and high throughput tool, proteomics can be applied in addition to the other 

measurements to complete the dataset in an unbiased manner while also uncovering 

any quality issues within the cohort. This helps to better understand the problems and 

results of newly developed analytic tools and to evaluate if study results from a single 

readout technique can be trusted. Additionally, proteomics is a valuable tool in the 

classification of patients into expression-based population clusters and therefore can be 

employed as a tool for stratifying cohorts for outcome prediction from single readout 

biomarker tests. These use cases also apply intrinsically to proteomics studies in 

general.  

In a cooperative effort with a research group aiming to use Fourier-transform infrared 

spectroscopy of liquid biopsies for diagnostic purposes, we exemplify the use of MS-

based proteomics for quantitative sample assessment in the manuscript ‘Molecular 

origin of blood-based infrared fingerprints’. The aim of our collaborators was to detect 

disease related changes or patterns within the infrared molecular fingerprints of serum 

samples and a cohort of lung cancer patients and controls were recruited. For this 

groups, specific signatures could be detected employing their method and with the aim 

to identify the cause for the changes in the fingerprints we set out to do MS-based 

proteomics analysis of the samples. Serum contains diverse molecular groups, but the 

most likely ones effecting the infrared spectra were the serum proteins. However, the 

actual cause for changes in the fingerprint spectra detained with infrared laser was not 

clear at all, and multiple theories from concentration changes, small molecules 

interacting with parts of the proteins or changes in secondary structure of proteins were 

discussed. With the MS-based proteomics information about high and similar sample 

quality, biases from study arm differences could be excluded and the quantitative 

information from our measurements helped to reassemble fingerprint spectra from 

molecular origin. Additionally, we found the acute phase proteins (SAA1, SAA2 and 

CRP) to be changed between cases and controls which in combination with the changed 
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albumin concentrations in the lung cancer part of the cohort explain the changes in 

fingerprint spectra.  

Looking toward future personalized precision medicine, the progress of MS-based 

proteomics will not be in clinical studies alone. Population wide studies are necessary 

to build the foundations for a future application of proteomics as a routine medical 

analysis tool. For instance, we envision frequent Plasma Proteome Profiling (PPP) of 

patients (Geyer, Kulak, et al., 2016). With a knowledge base from millions of patients 

and samples as a background, this could revolutionize personalized medicine by the 

application of untargeted, non-invasive tests for the improvement of public health and 

helping to change lifestyle choices. 

 

1.7. Clinical study design for proteomics 

Clinical studies have to be designed carefully for MS-based proteomics biomarker 

discovery. A range of parameters has to be considered before any sample is collected. 

Cohorts must be well defined and one must ensure that no bias is introduced at the 

cohort level. This includes case and control collection at different sites or locations, by 

different personnel, with alternating material or on different times of the day, which all 

can introduce statistical noise if variation it is not evenly distributed across cases and 

control cohorts. Effect sizes must be considered when planning a cohort. The basic 

underlying principle is that the cohort size must be adapted to detect a statistically 

significant difference in the measured parameters at a certain technical and biological 

variance. This requires preliminary data collection before a study can be planned. The 

technical variance of the whole workflow from sample collection to data acquisition 

should be known for the desired sample type and it can be determined by technical 

workflow replicates quite easily. The accuracy of protein quantification by MS-based 

proteomics is protein dependent, and – for a given work-flow – can entail coefficients of 

variation of more than 100% for some. The second step is to determine the biological 

variance in an example population cohort. With this information and an estimate of the 

effect size, meaning the average expected change of a certain protein between cohort 

and control group, it is possible to tailor a study to the biological and technical needs. 

Most other considerations are based on infrastructure at the study site. Proteomics 

analyses greatly benefit from additional information like anthropometric data, clinical 

laboratory results or patient questionnaires. To collect such information in a systematic 

way is not necessarily part of the daily schedule of a clinician, so new workflows, 

infrastructure and often personnel must be involved.  
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These challenges are not unique to proteomics studies, but certain features have more 

impact on proteomics than on ELISA based studies. In proteomics, quality issues 

derived from sample collection bias are detectable based on the proteomics 

background. Cohort differences can be discovered by metadata correlation to known 

markers in the analyzed sample type, which helps to prevent misinterpretation of the 

outcomes. 

In our manuscript ‘Cohort Profile:MUNICH-PretCl study Preterm and Term Clinical 

Study (MUNICH-PreTCl)’, we describe a cohort of term and preterm born infants, from 

which dried-blood-spot (DBS) and plasma samples have been collected for a proteomic 

study. The cohort was collected in the Frauenklinik of the Ludwig Maximilian University 

Munich (LMU) over multiple phases including the report of clinical metadata and 

questionnaires. This information is laid out in the manuscript and builds a basis for the 

interpretation of the subsequent proteomics study. With correlation analyses between 

the meta- and the proteomic data, additional insights can be gained and 

overinterpretation avoided.  

The importance of clinical metadata and study design is also worth noting for our 

publication ‘Proteome profiling in cerebrospinal fluid reveals novel biomarkers of 

Alzheimer’s disease’. Here, we employ our previously proposed ‘rectangular study’ 

principle for biomarker discovery (Geyer et al., 2017) (Figure 10: The triangular and 

rectangular study approach for biomarker discovery. (A) In the triangular study approach, a 

small subset of patients is screened in depth for potential biomarkers. In follow-up studies the 

number of participants is enlarged whereas the number of screened parameters decreased. (B) 

The rectangular study approach is characterized by two (or more) large study cohorts. The 

overlapping candidates from both study arms are high confidence potential biomarkers, 

whereas the study specific hits can be ignored. From (Geyer et al., 2017). In the ‘triangular 

study design’, that had been the standard before, a small number of samples is analyzed 

in depth for biomarkers and only a few candidates are validated in follow up studies with 

larger cohorts. This yielded few or no new biomarkers because promising targets from 

the discovery phase first stage of the study nearly always turned out to be cohort 

specific. Furthermore, protein patterns are more predictive than a few individual 

proteins. With the rectangular approach this is less likely to happen, as two or more 

large cohorts are screened in a discovery phase and the overlapping significant hits are 

subjected to follow up work. 

Our three different cohorts of Alzheimer´s disease patients and corresponding control 

samples separate to different degrees between cases and controls on the basis of the 
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CSF proteome. By making use of the clinical data we are able to show that despite the 

reduced power in separation of case and control samples in one of the cohorts 

(presumably due to less stringent classification), the biological context and resulting 

stratification of CSF proteins is identical to the two additional cohorts. 

 

 

 

Figure 10: The triangular and rectangular study approach for biomarker discovery. (A) In the triangular study 
approach, a small subset of patients is screened in depth for potential biomarkers. In follow-up studies the number 
of participants is enlarged whereas the number of screened parameters decreased. (B) The rectangular study 
approach is characterized by two (or more) large study cohorts. The overlapping candidates from both study arms 
are high confidence potential biomarkers, whereas the study specific hits can be ignored. From (Geyer et al., 2017). 
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2. Aims of the thesis 

In my PhD thesis I had two main goals: The development of tools for use in MS-based 

proteomics and the general application of the method to biological and clinical studies. 

These two aims were combined in some projects, as can be seen in the publication ‘The 

proteome landscape of the kingdoms of life’, where the investigation of a new, highly 

reproducible column technology led to the measurement of a peptide library for the 

prediction of physical peptide probabilities. This rather technical project was transformed 

entirely, when it became clear that the underlying dataset proved to be highly valuable 

in itself when extended to a wide range of species. It contributes to the scientific 

community by giving proof of existence for thousands of previously merely predicted 

proteins and enabling quantitative comparisons between organisms on a functional 

level. Along the same lines, my aim to reproduce published technical data and increase 

chromatographic performance by the introduction of high-pressure packing of capillary 

columns resulted in the development of a new concept for multiplexed column 

production. This will save hours of hands-on time during the preparation of in-house 

packed capillary columns for use with state of the art HPLC-MS applications. These 

cutting edge HPLC methods might be supplemented in the future by streamlined 

systems like the Evosep One described in the publication ‘A novel LC system embeds 

analytes in pre-formed gradients for rapid, ultra-robust proteomics’.  

The advantages of higher throughput and reproducibility will be important especially for 

clinical applications where hundreds and even thousands of samples have to be 

measured with constant quality. I worked on two examples for such studies during my 

PhD: The publication ‘Proteome profiling in cerebrospinal fluid reveals novel biomarkers 

of Alzheimer’s disease’ is a paradigm of body fluid proteomics for the discovery of new 

biomarkers and the ‘Cohort Profile: MUNICH Preterm and Term Clinical Study 

(MUNICH-PreTCl)’ illustrates the planning needed to recruit a cohort for a successful 

study. During my PhD I learned that successful clinical proteomics studies mainly 

depend on accurate planning of the cohort and problems on the cohort side are more 

serious than problems on the MS-based proteomics side. This is made clear in the 

publication ‘Plasma Proteome Profiling to detect and avoid sample-related biases in 

biomarker studies’. Here possible sample related biases in plasma proteomics studies 

are dissected and their origins investigated, especially with regards to sample taking 

and processing. 
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3. Publications 

3.1. Article 1: The proteome landscape of the kingdoms of life 

Authors: Johannes B. Müller1,7, Philipp E. Geyer1,2,7, Ana R. Colaço3, Peter V. Treit1, Maximilian 

T. Strauss1,2, Mario Oroshi1, Sophia Doll1,2, Sebastian Virreira Winter1,2, Jakob M. Bader1, Niklas 

Köhler4, Fabian Theis4,5, Alberto Santos3,6 & Matthias Mann1,3
 

 

1Department of Proteomics and Signal Transduction, Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Martinsried, Germany. 

2OmicEra Diagnostics GmbH, Planegg, Germany. 3NNF Center for Protein Research, Faculty of Health Sciences, 

University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark. 4Helmholtz Zentrum München–German Research Center for 

Environmental Health, Institute of Computational Biology, Neuherberg, Munich, Germany. 5Technical University of 

Munich, Department of Mathematics, Garching, Germany. 6Li-Ka Shing Big Data Institute, University of Oxford, Oxford, 

UK. 7These authors contributed equally: Johannes B. Müller, Philipp E. Geyer. 

 

In our paper ‘The proteome landscape of the kingdoms of life’, we apply MS-based 

proteomics as a tool for cross organism studies. By quantitatively measuring the 

proteomes of 100 organisms (29 archaea, 49 bacteria and 32 eukaryotes) across the 

tree of life, we present an unprecedented dataset which enables the study of differences 

between organisms’ functional machineries. 

The set of organisms was chosen with three criteria in mind: The genome of all 

organisms had to be sequenced and, ideally, protein sequences for predicted genes 

should be available in online databases. Organisms had to be available from a collection 

or similar source and the price per organism had to be sufficiently low. We employed a 

universally applicable proteomics workflow from sample preparation to data analysis for 

all 100 organisms.  

We made use of a chip-based column for HPLC separation of peptides prior to MS and 

demonstrated their very high reproducibility. With high-quality data for a set of more than 

two million unique peptides in hand, we employed machine learning to predict the 

retention time of peptides. The bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural 

network model that our cooperation partners developed is able to predict peptide 

retention times from peptide sequence alone in a highly accurate manner. We devised 

an experiment to test the accuracy of the predictions as follows. By programming the 

MS instrument to only sequence peptides if they elute in a narrow window at the 

predicted retention times of peptides in previously unexamined organisms, we show that 

the predicted RTs are accurate enough to identify almost the same number of proteins 

as in an untargeted experiment. 
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Comparing the organisms’ proteomes is only possible after linking proteins between 

organisms from annotation databases. We make use of biological resources such as 

GO, PFAM and EggNOG annotations for protein functions, protein domains and protein 

homologies predicted from sequence to enable the comparison of organisms based on 

our proteomics data. On a functional level we demonstrate that the most common 

biological processes are equally important in all organisms and that the most abundant 

protein domains and homology clusters are distributed similarly. 

This study is only a beginning of the topic of cross-organism proteomics studies. With 

100 organisms widely spread across the tree of life we provide a deep but sparse view. 

In the future, tissue or cell type resolved studies of multicellular organisms and 

perturbations for single cellular organisms would provide a more detailed view. We hope 

that our publication encourages more laboratories to explore this field. Such initiatives 

will make use of the potential of MS-based proteomics to overcome the limitation of 

studying only model organisms. 
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3.2. Article 2: A new high-pressure packing system enables 

rapid multiplexed packing of capillary columns 

 

Authors: Johannes B. Müller-Reif‡‖, Fynn M. Hansen‡, Lisa Schweizer‡, Peter V. Treit‡, 

Philipp E. Geyer‡,‖,¶, Matthias Mann‡,¶,* 

‡Department of Proteomics and Signal Transduction, Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Martinsried, Germany 

¶NNF Center for Protein Research, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark 

‖New address: OmicEra Diagnostics GmbH, Planegg, Germany 

*Corresponding author. Tel: +49 89 8578 2557; E-mail: mmann@biochem.mpg.de  

 

By bringing different principles for column packing together, I developed the new 

packing station for capillary columns presented in the manuscript ‘A new high-pressure 

packing system enables rapid multiplexed packing of capillary columns’. Previous 

publications reported that columns can be packed with pressures up to 2000 bar and 

that this increases the performance of the chromatography. Packing with dense bead 

slurries has also been linked to increased chromatographic performance and to rapid 

column packing. By combining both principles, I speeded up the packing process of 

capillary columns many-fold. 

Despite alternative systems like commercial columns combined with high flow LC or 

chip-based columns, the vast majority of LCMS-based proteomics applications is 

performed with capillary columns. Those can be purchased in different forms, as packed 

emitters, ready to be used for ES (Ion opticks) or fritted columns for use with different 

types of ES emitters (PepSep). These options are relatively expensive and therefore 

laboratories with high throughput traditionally pack their own capillaries. Empty pulled 

emitters can be purchased or produced from fused silica with a laser puller to form an 

ES emitter tip ready to be packed with particles all the way into the end of a column. To 

pack sub 5 µm particles into the capillaries from 50 to 150 µm ID, gas pressure bombs 

are most commonly used, but this process is slow and limited to pressures in the range 

of 100 bar or 300 bar for most systems.  

Our new packing station overcomes these limitations by enabling packing of high-

density bead slurry into the capillaries under pressures up to 3000 bar. With this system 

a large number of beads can enter the column at the same time and the flow rate during 

packing is kept high. By the introduction of multiplexed packing of up to ten columns at 

the same time we increase productivity even more.  
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We find similar performance metrics for columns produced increasing packing pressure, 

so that the new packing station is now in routine use in the column production process 

of our group. 
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3.3. Article 3: A novel LC system embeds analytes in pre-

formed gradients for rapid, ultra-robust proteomics 

 

Authors: Nicolai Bache‡,§,*, Philipp E. Geyer¶,‖,*, Dorte B. Bekker-Jensen‖, Ole Hoerning‡, 

Lasse Falkenby‡, Peter V. Treit¶, Sophia Doll¶, Igor Paron¶, Johannes B. Müller¶, Florian 

Meier¶, Jesper V. Olsen‖, Ole Vorm‡ and Matthias Mann¶,‖,§ 

‡ Evosep Biosystems, Odense, Denmark   

¶ Department of Proteomics and Signal Transduction, Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Martinsried, Germany  

‖ Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Protein Research, Proteomics Program, Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences, 

University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark 

* These authors contributed equally  

§ To whom correspondence should be addressed 

This publication marks the dawn of a new era of reproducibility and throughput at the 

intersection of low micro to nano-flow LCMS. With the Evosep One, we present a 

chromatography apparatus which combines the benefits of low flow rates for high 

ionization efficiency and sensitivity of capillary column dimensions with the throughput 

and robustness of high-flow systems. This is achieved by decoupling the gradient 

formation from the actual analysis. The former happens in a low-pressure region and 

results in a preformed gradient in a sample loop before it is pushed over the analytical 

column under high pressure. This avoids the challenges of gradient formation under 

high pressure with two pumps as in previous systems and puts less stress on switching 

valves. Additionally, there is a special sample loading system in the form of a StageTip-

like C-18 material on which peptides (or other analytes) are concentrated prior to 

injection to the LC. This acts like a precolumn or trapping column and reduces the 

amount of contamination injected into the MS.  

These developments make higher throughput analyses possible because overhead 

times between runs are cut down to a minimum. A throughput of 300 samples a day is 

possible with a gradient to overhead ratio of less than 2:1. In our hands the most 

common gradients are the 30 and 60 samples per day methods with gradient to 

overhead ratios of 11:1 and 7:1.  

We demonstrate that the principle of gradient preformation is practically useful and only 

leads to minimal if any mixing of different phases like water and acetonitrile in the sample 

loop. The elution of the peptides from the disposable pre-column requires another 

precaution because the gradient with which the peptides are eluted from the precolumn 

must be diluted with the aqueous phase before forming the final gradient for the 

analytical column. In this way peptides are retained at the head of the analytical column 

and peptide peaks are re-sharpened when entering the analytical column because the 
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surrounding gradient ratio of aqueous to hydrophobic mobile phase is lower than the 

ratio required for peptide elution. We exemplified the cause and fixes for these issues in 

the testing phase of several thousand HeLa runs and demonstrate high retention time 

stability and low technical variability on 96 plasma proteomic experiments. 

In summary, the Evosep One HPLC has its ideal use case in proteomic experiments 

that need short gradient times and higher reproducibility such as clinical studies with 

body fluids or measurement of fractionated samples for deep proteome profiling. 
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Our publication ‘Plasma Proteome Profiling to detect and avoid sample-related biases 

in biomarker studies’ is directed towards the resurgent trend of plasma proteomics for 

biomarker screening. As the literature reveals, a large proportion of studies tend to report 

proteins as biomarkers which our publication terms ‘quality markers’ but really indicating 

either erythrocyte, thrombocyte or coagulation contamination. To pinpoint the specific 

proteins that must be treated with caution, we acquire deep proteomes of erythrocytes, 

thrombocytes and pure plasma and compare the proteomes of plasma and serum to 

identify markers for coagulation in plasma samples. 

These proteomes for the first time yield a list of bias specific proteins that can be applied 

for convolution analysis. For all samples of a plasma proteome study, a quality 

assessment can now be done to flag the samples which have problems in the sample 

taking process and potentially should be excluded. Additionally, when performing 

correlation analysis of the quantified proteins within a study, proteins can be tested for 

‘origin bias’. For instance, if a protein of interest clusters together with known quality 

marker for thrombocytes this is a sign that this candidate should be treated with caution 

as it is most likely a thrombocyte derived protein and only appears to be regulated in the 

disease process. 

We supply these analyses to the community in an online tool to check uploaded datasets 

at www.plasmaproteomeprofiling.org. 

mailto:mmann@biochem.mpg.de
http://www.plasmaproteomeprofiling.org/
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3.5. Article 5: Proteome profiling in cerebrospinal fluid reveals 

novel biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease 

 

Authors:  

Jakob M Bader1,†, Philipp E Geyer1,2,†, Johannes B Müller1, Maximilian T Strauss1, Manja Koch3, 

Frank Leypoldt4,5, Peter Koertvelyessy6,7, Daniel Bittner6, Carola G Schipke8, Enise I Incesoy9, 
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7 Department of Neurology, Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany 
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*Corresponding author. Tel: +49 8985782557; E-mail: mmann@biochem.mpg.de 

† These authors contributed equally to this work 

 

The publication ‘Proteome profiling in cerebrospinal fluid reveals novel biomarkers of 

Alzheimer’s disease’ applies MS-based proteomics to the characterization of CSF from 

Alzheimer’s Disease and control patients. Our general aim was the discovery of new 

biomarkers or more general disease associated signatures. This was done with the 

‘rectangular approach’ (Geyer et al., 2017), with three cohorts from different clinical sites 

and overall about 200 individuals. We supply CSF proteomes with an average depth of 

1000 protein groups and are able to specify functional subclusters in the proteome like 

metabolic factors and neuronal tissue leakage proteins. Despite the fact that one of the 
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three cohorts shows less separation between cases and controls, we are able to identify 

a 40-protein signature, 35 with elevated abundance and 5 with decrease abundance in 

Alzheimer’s disease. The majority of those proteins highly correlate with parameters for 

clinical identification of Alzheimer’s disease like t-tau and are enriched for glycolysis 

associated functions. 

By comparison of our results to a study with similar aims published as a preprint in 

parallel, we reduce the set of 40 proteins to 26, to which we apply machine learning. We 

find that a set of 14 proteins can correctly classify Alzheimer’s disease status with a 

decision tree. After tuning the model, we demonstrate that the signature of the six most 

important parameters for classification can split between Alzheimer’s disease patients 

and control with a sensitivity of 82% and a specificity of 87%. 
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3.6. Article 6: Molecular origin of blood-based infrared 

fingerprints  

Authors:  
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Body fluids as specimens for clinical test development are of interest for molecular 

identifying methods like proteomics or metabolomics, but also for more complex 

approaches. In our manuscript ‘Molecular origin of blood-based infrared fingerprints’, we 

teamed up with the Department of Physics from the LMU and the MPI of quantum optics 

to use proteomics for the interpretation of infrared molecular fingerprints (IMF) of human 

serum samples. A cohort of 148 lung cancer, benign condition and non-symptomatic 

patients was probed and investigated with MS-based proteomics and Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. It has been shown previously that FTIR spectroscopy can 

distinguish lung cancer patients form controls, but the understanding of the underlying 

molecular changes has not been addressed so far. With the information of the 

proteomics measurements, the molecular fingerprints were reconstructed from the high 

abundant proteins of serum and the underlying changes could be traced to 

concentration changes of the high abundant proteins and adding the metabolite fraction 

of serum yielded in an accurate model of the original serum spectra. Proteomics and 

IMF both allowed binary classification of lung cancer versus reference individuals at > 

80%.  

This study is a perfect showcase how proteomics can contribute not only to biomarker 

identification in unbiased study designs but also to establish novel screening techniques 

for medical conditions in liquid biopsies. The FTIR spectroscopy method to investigate 
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serum samples is quick, easy applicable and affordable, compared to more specific, 

comprehensive but also time-consuming techniques like proteomic profiling. It is 

reasonable to establish such methods for preselection of patients for deeper screening 

as a first stage of diagnosis. MS-based proteomics helps to investigate the molecular 

origins of changes in such fingerprint methods and ensures that findings are not only on 

the result of quality bias from sample taking and processing. This described in the 

publication ‘Plasma Proteome Profiling to detect and avoid sample-related biases in 

biomarker studies’, which is now accepted for publication in Angewandte Chemie,  
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3.7. Article 7: Cohort Profile: MUNICH Preterm and Term Clinical 

Study (MUNICH-PreTCl)  

Authors: 
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2 Proteomics and Signal Transduction, Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Martinsried, Germany, 3OmicEra 
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The manuscript ‘Cohort Profile: MUNICH Preterm and Term Clinical Study (MUNICH-

PreTCl)’ originates from a collaborative effort between the MPI of Biochemistry and the 

Neonatology of the LMU. The overall aim of the study was to collect a unique cohort of 

term and preterm born dried blood spots and plasma for omics analyses and support 

this with an extensive clinical and epidemiological record. To this end, surveys with the 

participating parents were conducted and routine laboratory parameters recorded to 

build up detailed meta data. The cohort profile is a description and examination of the 

participating parents and newborn infants and holds all the epidemiological information 

to make the follow up work more comprehensible. With our description of simple 

correlations between parental age and body weight or infant gender with the gestational 

age at birth we confirm and extend previous studies’ findings of risk factors for preterm 

delivery. In the future, with the unbiased investigation of the cohort’s blood proteome, 

we hope to uncover new biomarkers to stratify infant subgroups with long-term impact 

from postnatal complications and generally understand the effect of pre- and postnatal 

factors on long-term health. 
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3.8. Article 8: Cotranslational N-degron masking by acetylation 

promotes proteome stability in plant 
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Johannes Mueller3, Laura Armbruster1, Giovanna Serino4, Matthias Mann3, Rüdiger Hell1, 

Markus Wirtz1,* 

 

1Centre for Organismal Studies Heidelberg, Heidelberg University, Im Neuenheimer Feld 360, Heidelberg, 69120, 

Germany 

2Center for Molecular Biology Heidelberg, Heidelberg University, Im Neuenheimer Feld 282, Heidelberg, 69120, Germany 

3Max-Planck-Institute for Biochemistry, Am Klopferspitz 18, Martinsried, 82152, Germany 

4Department of Biology and Biotechnology, Sapienza Università di Roma, Rome, 00185, Italy 

 

In the previous mentioned studies, the focus of proteome analysis was on the presence 

and abundance of proteins and the resulting consequences for the analyzed biological 

system or specimen. Here, in contrast, we present a study of proteome turnover 

changes and specifically the control of proteome turnover by N-degron masking in 

cotranslational manner in the plant Arabidopsis. In brief, NatA, a ribosomal associated 

protein complex recognizes a N-terminal amino acid encoded sequence and stabilizes 

proteins by N-terminal acetylation. I performed whole proteome measurements of NatA 

depleted and wilt-type Arabidopsis leaf to identify regulated proteins. The majority of 

down regulated proteins upon NatA depletion were identified as targets of the NatA 

complex which points towards the decreased stability of those proteins in the absence 

of NatA. Together with methods for the identification of proteasome activity and 

ubiquitination levels, this could be linked to a shift in steady state of NatA substrates, 

with an increased degradation and translation rate.  
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4. Discussion 

MS-based proteomics has become one of the most practical and universally applicable 

tools in biological, medical and life sciences over the last decades (Ruedi Aebersold & 

Mann, 2003, 2016). As with other omics technologies, this does not mean that new 

developments are not necessary any more. Especially for omics methods in which 

multiplexed data is acquired, they can always be faster, more sensitive, accurate or 

cheaper. In the key publication of my thesis ‘The proteome landscape of the kingdoms 

of life’ we demonstrate how ubiquitously applicable MS-based proteomics has in fact 

become by now, by quantitatively measuring the proteomes of 100 organisms across 

the entire tree of life. From a biological standpoint this means that every organism whose 

genome is sequenced and from which proteins can be extracted, those proteins can be 

quantified accurately and routinely. This may have a dramatic impact on the way 

evolutionary science can be thought and done in the future. In contrast it is apparent 

from the literature that most protein quantifications are still done by affinity-based 

methods and even reviewers in prominent journals ask for those methods to validate 

e.g. MS-based derived data (Figure 11).  

 

 
Figure 11: PubMed literature search of terms ‘Western blot’ respective ‘Proteomics’ and ‘Mass spectrometry’. 

With the ability to quantify proteins from every sequenced organism, the advantages of 

MS-based methods to affinity-based methods have become even clearer, as there rarely 

are available antibodies for uncommon proteins and usually none in less studied 

organisms. In the ‘Bear proteome’ publication that is in preparation, we also demonstrate 

this with an example where exactly this challenge occurs. The organism Ursos arctos 

commonly known as brown bear has no commercially available antibodies at all. We 
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screened the plasma and thrombocytes of active and hibernating bears to find biological 

explanations for the bear’s avoidance of venous thrombosis during hibernation. Even if 

the needed antibodies were available, it would not be reasonable to set up a study, 

looking at proteins of interest known from humans with e.g. ELISA techniques in the 

bear samples. This is a good example why this evolutionary medicine approach to 

explore biology and method to find potential new drug targets or biomarkers is rarely 

pursued. I believe that it is of major interest to the scientific community to spread the 

knowledge about the applicability and power of these methods. From the impact of our 

publication ‘The proteome landscape of the kingdoms of life’ it is clear that the ideas we 

promote here are still unfamiliar despite the fact that MS-based proteomics and genome 

sequencing technique have been ready to enable such experiments since more than a 

decade.  

The impact of ‘The proteome landscape of the kingdoms of life’ of course also lies in the 

insights which can be drawn from our dataset. Different proteomes can be compared in 

abundance distribution and it has become clear in our cross section of the tree of life 

that the exponential distribution of protein abundances (best described by a beta 

distribution) within the proteome is universal. Of special interest are the number of poorly 

characterized or undescribed proteins even among the high abundant ones for a great 

number of organisms. These highlight proteins that are apparently important biologically 

and might be worth studying for biotechnological applications and researchers 

specializing in these organisms. On a functional level we describe the overall most 

abundant biological processes and protein subdomains and abundances of related 

proteins are comparable between organisms by homology information. Although these 

outcomes are not necessarily new in themselves, it has never been possible to study 

them in such a comprehensive way. Single organisms, proteins or functional activities 

may have been compared, but our proteomics approach gives a more complete view by 

subjecting all organisms to the same workflow and analysis method.  

Additionally, we provide first solid evidence for the existence of thousands of proteins 

which had only been predicted from genome sequencing but never actually been 

observed. This also manifests in the interest of database providers like UniProt to 

integrate our data into their knowledge pool, which is now planned. 

The other major topics in my thesis are developments of LC tools for MS-based 

proteomics and implementation of clinical proteomics studies.  

The Evosep One LC which was developed in the beginning of my PhD time has since 

been applied especially for every large-scale plasma proteomics project and new 
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specific applications for longer gradients and high sensitivity workflows are on the way. 

The reproducibility and throughput of the system represent a milestone in hardware 

development for clinical proteomics and will provide a valuable tool in the future. The 

packing station project for high throughput multiplexed capillary column production with 

high pressure arose from the need to provide material for multiple groups with minimal 

hands on time. Since the implementation of the new technique, it has proven valuable 

in reducing the time in providing columns to a minimum. Where previously a single 

person was literally employed full time with this task, by now this can be managed in a 

few working days per month in our laboratory. The discussed advantages of commercial 

packed columns or chip-columns like employed in ‘The proteome landscape of the 

kingdoms of life’ may make packed capillary emitter production redundant in the future, 

but the reasons they are employed at the moment - flexibility and affordability - will still 

make them a good alternative in many cases. 

The clinical projects in my PhD thesis, a biomarker study for Alzheimer’s disease in CSF, 

quality markers in plasma samples by proteomics and the description of a cohort of term 

and preterm born infants with clinical metadata for a follow up proteomics study of dried 

blood spots (DBS) represent the wide range of MS-based proteomics. All three projects 

provided valuable insights into clinical cohorts and we were able to propose a biomarker 

panel for Alzheimer’s disease patients in CSF. The quality marker panel for plasma 

proteomics will be a valuable dataset and tool for every future study. We found that those 

proteins are often proposed as biomarkers and our data will prevent this 

misinterpretation in the future. The newborn study is a long-term cooperation project 

with a Munich Neonatology clinic and the data provided in the presented manuscript 

gives insight to the unique cohort we collected for proteomics experiments. The first 

results from proteomics measurements of dried blood spots already are striking and 

show that we are able to describe preterm development by blood proteomics. 
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